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ct. The surface tree languages obtained by top-down finite state tsarlsformation of monadic 
trees are exactly the frontier-preskving homomorphic images of sets of derivation trees of ETOL 
systems. The corresponding class of tree transformation languages is therefore equal to the class 
of ETOL languages. 
1 languages, in particu ar regular languages, has been general- 
extent to a theory of tree languages (see, for instance, 
nguages (or, as they are called, recognizable tree langu 
sets of derivhon 
tree& of context 
language is a paojecti 
some context-free 
tion of generalized 
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string are rewritten in parallel). ns is divided into a 
number of (not necessarily di t each step of the 
&&&on only productions coming from one of these tables may be used. Finally 
one should note that for both terminals an4i nonterminals productions hould be 
present in each table 
To show that tree transformation isrelateo to parallel rewriting.we shall consi 
the very special case that the trees given as input to the tree transducer are all 
monadic, i.e., they are “vertical strings”. It will turn out that in t case the class of 
frontiers of surface languages i the class of ETOL languages. reover, as in the 
case of recognizable tree languages and c(Jntext-free languages, there is a simple 
relationship between the surface tree languages and the sets of derivation trees of 
ETOL systems: each surface tree language is a homomorphic image of t 
derivation trees of an ETOL system and vice versa, where the tree hornsmorphism 
invoked is restricted to a very simple type: a so-called frorttier-preserving tree 
homomorphism. 
In Section 2 we recall some of the terminology used in connection with tree 
transformations and KT’OL language s, and we introduce a few new concepts. 
In Section 3 we ffirst derive our main result concerning surface tree languages and 
derivation tree Ianguages ofETOL systems. Then we consider the deterministic case 
and the case that the “vertical input strings” to the tree transducer a 
one-letter alphabet. Finally, we briefly cansider the ETOL tree languages intro- 
duced in [2], and show that they are equal to the monadic surface tree languages. 
Hopefully the results in this paper ,wiYl tmrow some new light on both the field of 
tree transformations rand that of parallel rewriting. 
In this section we rscall some of the well known definitioks concerning tree 
transformations and ETOL systems. discussed isthe 
usual top-down finite state tree tran 
an ETOL derivation tree wi 1 be an (Bbvious form&zation of the informal notion 
occurring 5. [4]. 
An alphabet: 15 is ranked if for each 
such that for k 
es 
is 
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et C be a ranked al habet. The set of trees ovet= 2, denoted by TX, 
is the language over the alphabet C U {[ y 1) &fined recursively as follows: 
(i) X0 E TE; 
(ii) for each k 31, a E& aud fz,*-•,?k E Tz, a[t* ** l tk]E TX. 
2. . Let E be a ranked alphabet an let S be a set of trees. The set of 
trees over 3 indexed by S, denoted by 7’=(S), is defined recursively as follows: 
(i) S W X0 C G(S); 
(ii) for each k a 1, u E & and tl, l l 0, tk E TX(S), a [TV- l l tk] E &(S). 
icu:n. Let C be a ranked aip’habet. e define a mapping fr: TX--+ XX 
fr(a)= a 
{ 
if a # e, 
A if a=e; 
For t E ‘-‘;, fr(:) is called the frontier of t. 
Were we distinguish the symbol 5 from all other symbols: when takiq the 
frontier of a tree, e is erased. 
We now define “vert 
.6. hion. Let A be an alphabet. ‘The monacfic rankea dphbet coiresponding 
to A, denoted by m(A), is defined by (m ( 
k a2. 
The trees in Tmca, mwdadic trees. 
For each string w E * we define the corresponding monadic tree r3 E (A) 
recursively as foIIows: 
(i) i = e; 
5) for 3ack a E 
a 
For example, if w = ~bc, 
t>ijection between A* an 
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2. n&n. A tree transducer is a S-tuple A4 = (X, b, Q, Qin, R) where Z is a 
ranked input alphabet, A is a :ranked qutput alphabet, (3 is 8 finite set of states (of 
rank l), Qin c Q is a set of initial states, and R is a finite set of rules of the form (i) 
or (ii): 
(i) q[a [x1x2. * .xk]]-+d, with q E Q, k k and B E T*( 1) (where 
Q[&] is the set of trees {q[zI]: q E Q, 1 s i s k}). 
(ii) q[aj-+t, with qEQ, aE&and tETA. 
The operation oli A4 is modeled by a relation 2 between trees in T,(a[T& 
where Q[ Tz] is the set of trees {sit]: q E Q, t E TL}. The relation =$+ is defined as 
M 
follows. 
For U, u E T$(Q[ T&, pi 3 o if and only if either there is a ru?e of the form (i) in 
.R and there are strings a, f; and trees t,; ’ ‘,tk E 7-z such that u = aq[a [ tt* ll tk]]/3 
ZUld ?J = car@, where T is the result of substituting ti for each occurrence of xi in t 
(for all i, 1 =G i G k), or there is a rule of the form (ii) in R and there are strings CY 
;nd /3 such that u .= q[a ‘jp and o = cut& 
As usual % denotes the transitive-reflexive closure of 3. The tree transformation 
M A4 
realized by M, denoted by T(M), is given by 
T(A4) = {(s, t) E TZ X Ta: q[s] $ t for some q in Qin). 
M 
We shall use range(M) to denote the range of T(A4), thus range(M) = 
(t E Ta: (s, t) E T(M) for some s E TX}. 
Some specific types of tree transducer are defined next. 
Let A4 = (2, A, Q, Q,,, R) be a tree transducer. 
oreadic if its input alphabet is mon ic, that is, 2 = m(a) for some 
alphabxet $2. If, moreowx, n is a singleton, then is called unary. 
is called e-f’ec if the symbol e is not in B. 
is called (partial) deterministic if (1) Qin is a singleton, (2) no two different 
in W have the same left-hand side. 
is called a fi&: tree automaton if all its rules are of the form 
& ]] 4 a [ql[&]’ ’ l qk [xk ]] or q[a] + a. In that case the domain ( = 
) is called a recognizable tree hguapre. 
anguages IJbtained by tree iransformation of recog 
13 
s called a tree tra 
onadic, unary, 
rmatinn and, for ev 
ce tree language a 
ormation language. ( te that, for instance, a
t a surface language consisting of 
e finally need the notion % tree homomorphis 
ed alphabets, and assu e that each element 
be a mapping from into T&(X) such that, for all 
, and, for all a E 
m TX into Td is 
, t& E TX, h(a[tl-. l 
h(ti) for each occurrence of Xi in 6(a) (for each i, 
result of substituting 
The assumption that the elements of C have unique ranks is not essential but 
notationally more convenient (moreover we shall not need the general case). 
The simplest possi’sle generalization ofthe notion f string homomorphism tothe 
tree case is the fro;7tier=preserving tree homomorphism defined Eext. 
. A tree homomorphism h from TX into TA is called frontier- 
preserving if
(i) &&A, and, for each Q E&, &~)=a; 
(ii) for each XlX2O l l &. 
It is easy to see that, for any frontier-preserving tree homomorphism h from 
into T* and any tree c E TX, fr(h(t)) = fr(t). 
Note that a frontier-preserving homomorp ism can erase symbols 0 
pieces of tree 
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ETOL systkms 
The ETOL system to be used differs slightly from the usual one in that we take a 
set of initial symbols insteiid of one init.iai wo It is well known that t 
influence the class d,f languages generated. Moreover, the sets of derivation trees 
are obviously changed in a trivial way only. 
efinition, An ETOL- system is a 4-tuple G = (x,9, S, A), wh 
alphabet9 A G C is the target alphabet, S ii Zi is the set of axioms, and !P 
of fables, each table P in 9 being a finite subset of Z: X 2? such that for each a E 2 
there is a w cz C* -with (a, w) E P. An element (a, w) of a table will be written as 
a -9 w and will be called a production. 
For u E X*, t, EC* and P E 9, we write u 5 v if there exist n=+ 0, ul,. . ., u,, E 2 
and vI, l l l , v, EC* such that u = ul* 9 l un, v = vl* l 9 o,, and, for each 1 s i 6 n, 
ui -+ vi is in P. 
We write u 3$ v if u $ v for some P in 9. As usual 5 denotes the transitive- 
reflixive closure of :+. The hlguage generated by G, denoted by L(G), is defined 
to be (W CA*: a $ w for some a in S). L(G) is called an ETOL language. 
2.1 Given an ETOL system G = (X,9, S, A), we shall often use the 
set 9 as an alphabet (formally one should introduce a new set of symbols in 
one-to-one correspondence with the elements of 9). Thus a sequence of tables is an 
element of ,9* and will be called a control ward. It is often convenient o have a 
relation 3 for each control word ar as follows: if w = P*P** l ’ P,, (n a 0), then 
u 3 v if and only if there are uI1, u2, l . ‘, &+1 such that ul = u, u,~+~ = v and 
pi 
r-ii 3 u~+~ for 1 s i s n. Obviously, cc $ v if and only if there is a control word 7~- 
such that u 5 v. 
* ) be an ETOL system. 
n is a singleton. 
G is called deterministic if (1) S is a singleton, and (2) for every P E 9 and a e 
there is exactly on 
is also called an E 
x* such that a -9 w is in P. A deterministic E(T)OL system 
G is called propagating 
id in P, 
(or an system]) if for no 
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andPE~suchthata-,gisiPPP}and,forks2,~r,={aE~:a~wisiaPfor 
ePE9andsome WE + of length k). 
For a E X and w E 9*, the set of derivation trees with top a anti carttool word s9 
denoted by D:(G), i efined recursively as follows: 
(i) for a E A, a E 
(ii) for a E I: and h isinP,thena[e]isinD&,(G)forallvE9*; 
(iii) for n 3 1, a, al, l 9 l , a P E 9 and tl, * l l , f”, E Tn, if a 4 alo l . a,, is in P 
d ti ED%(G) for 1 s d s ra, then a[tm- 8. t-J is in D&i(G). 
of derivation trees of G3 denoted by D(G), is defined by 
D(G)= (J D:(G.). 
aES 
WEQ. 
Note that, if G is propagating, then we do not need symbol e and (ii) above. 
Note that D(G) contains only derivation trees corresponding to “successful 
derivations” of G, i.e., derivations a *+ w for a E and w E h*. 
a. For any ETOL system G, fr(D(G))= L(G). 
Proof. It is left t;, the reader to show that, for a E 2, w E A* and v E 9*, a 3 w 
if and only if w -z fr(t) for some t in D Z (G) (for 3, see Terminology 2.16). From 
this the lemma easily follows. El 
e. Consider the ETO14 system 
G -= ((a, 6, 4, (17 Q), .;a], (a, b)) 
where 
P=(a-+cla,b4b, b4acb, c4h) 
and 
r= {e --+c) b 4ab, b4 acb, c-c}. 
Then the word aaab can be derived fro Q in G as follows: 
b 3 acb aab $ aaab. s the corres ivation tree to = 
b[a[a[a]a[a]]c[e] [b[ab]J] is in D:m, ote that to is also in 
is: 
\ b 
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Note that, in the above example, the tree Ito does not CO pletely determine the 
derivation, since it may not be possible to de al sequence of tables 
applied. Therefore, to okJtadn a complete deScriptiOn of th rivation, we have to 
add the control word to the derivation tree. 
1. 
derimtion trees of G, denoted 
some c1 CZ S}. 
4) be an ETOL syste The seti of c 
&V, is defined by D-1 ) = ((6 0: t E for 
Thus a complete derivation tree actually consists of two trees: the first is a 
“vertical control word” and the second an ordinary derivation tree with that control 
word. 
le. The complete derivation tree corresponding to the derivation in 
Example 2.20 is (P[P[V[e]]], fO), or in a picture: 
P 
I 
P 
I 8 
I 
ii I 
b 
I 
I 
4 T e /b\ 
a a a b 
e 
transducer. 
etween sets 0 rivation trees of 
of monadic trees. 
syste ere is a 
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are constructed from the productions of G in su 
a way that, whenever G produces a string according to some control word, then 
transforms this control word into the corresponding derivation tree. Formally we 
roceed as follows. 
em. We now construct a t 
m (P), Q, 2, $ R ) where 
ranking of a being define tion 2.18), Z={ti: a EX), S={& a ES} 
and R is obtained as follows: 
(1) for every k 3 1, ce, al, l l l , ak E Z, and EP,ifa+aZ**-~k isaproduction 
in P, then 
is in R; 
(2) for every a E C and 9) E P, if a + h is a production in P, then 
a’[P[x]]+a[e] is in R; 
(3) for every a E A, Q’[e 
It is left to the reader to show that, for every a E E, 7r E P*? and t E Ta, 
0 * 6[7j]& C and only if t E D:(G). 
M 
The proof cf (*) is by straightforward induction on the length of m. From (*) it 
follows that 
) = {(i;, t): ii[ if] >g t for some a E S} 
= {(i;, t): t E D:(G) for some a E S} 
= 
CP’ (6) 
and this proves the theorem. U 
It immediately follows from t is theorem that the set of derivation trees of an 
IET’OL system is a monadic surfa tree language, and tha he language generated 
by an ETOL system is a onedic tree transformation Z uage. These facts are 
e following corollaGs. 
(C) is a monadic surface tree ~a~~~a~@. 
rzguage is a 
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3. It is easy to see that, in eorzm 3.1, 
propagating, then M is e-free; 
(ii) if G is deterministic, then M is deterministic; 
(iii) if G has one table only, then 
e shall now aim at a converse of Corollary 3.2. 
When trying to relate monadic surface tree languages to sets of derivation trees 
of ETOL systems in a way similar to Theorem 3;1, we should be aware of the 
following facts: 
(1) in a derivation tree of an ETQL system all paths through the tree ( 
termina%g il: e) are of equal length; 
(2) the “JUI;I~~~ language is obtained by transforming a recognizable set of input 
trees, whexijc in an ETOL system there are no restrictions on the set of ‘control 
words; 
(3) in a trt:e of a surface language the symbol e may appear anywhere on its 
frontier. 
‘The first fact suggests that, in order to obtain trees with paths of different length, 
we might consider tree homomorphic images of ETOL derivation tree languages. 
That this ean be done, when disregarding the other two facts, is shown next. 
Fbr each monadic e-frze tree transducer M there is a propagating 
$3 and a frontier-preserving tree homomophism h such that 
We shall use 
decomposed 
- d well known technique of decomposition. M will be 
into two i&t,: very roughly speaking, the first part imitates M, but, at 
each step, instead of outputting the right-hand side of the applied rule, it outputs 
one node, lrabeled by the rule itself; the second p is a tree homomorphism that 
transforms each node into the right<hand side of rule labeling that node. Since 
the first part emits one node at each step it may be: described as an ETOL system 
generating a derivation tree. Note that, if one wants e homomorphism to be 
frontier-Freserving, then, whenever the tree transducer outputs ymbols of rank 
0, the ETX, system is force to “prolor&’ the involved paths until 
same length as all or her pa s; however, these parhs may be cut o 
length again by the “monadic erasing” capability of the frontier-preserving tree 
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}. Recall that x = x ,.) Then each 
n the set flat(t) defined next. 
we define the finite set of strings flat(t) recursively as 
follows: 
(a) for each q’ e set of all r E such that state(r) = 4’; 
nd tl, l l l , tk E T,(Q[x]), flat(a[tI~ l l tk]) = 
s an element of flat(t) is obtained from t by taking its “frontie? (cons 
elements of Q[x] as symbols), putting bars on elements of X0 and replaci 
some rule involving q’ in its c&-hand side. 
t P E 41 be of the form q[e] -+ t for some q E Q and t E TX,, Then r --) fr(t) 
is a production in table fi 
(iii) For every c1 E CO, the production a’ -3 a’ is in table P lor each P E 9, and the 
production a’ --+ a is in table fi 
(iv) For every Q E R U 2, U & U { # ) and every E P h) {f}, if it does not 
follow from (i)-(iii) that there is a production with ft-hand side a in P, then 
a + # is a production in table P. 
This end9 the construction of 6. Note that G is propagating. Note also that for 
each rule r in R there is exactly one table in 9 U {f} in which there are rules r + w 
with w f # . Note finally that in all tables the only production for an element a of 
&U{#} is a- #. 
We now construct he e homomorphism h for the “second part” of M. Let 0 
be the ranked alpnabet U&U X0, where the ranks are defined such that all 
D(G) are trees over 0 (cf. Definition 2.18). Xote that # does root 
erivation trees of G and that we do not need e. 
The hontomorphism h is defined as follows. 
(1) For each ?J! E a0 (i.e., a E S,), b(a) = a. 
(2) For-each a E Coy h(6) = x1. 
(3) Let r E R, t E & for some k 3 1. Suppose that the right-hand side of rule r is 
t E T4Q[x])* Let A = Q[x] U X0. Then, obvi&nsly, k is the number of occurrences 
of elements of A in t, and these occurrences are ordered from kft to right in t. 
(Obviously, for 2 E X0, we only count ihose occurrences of R that are not followed 
by the symbol [ ). Let ? be the tree obtained from t by replacing the MI 
occurrence c+f an element of A in t by xi, for each i, ; s i s k. Then we define 
6(r) = i: 
This ends the frontier-preservi 
of “‘prolonged pa 
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wouid have to define a lot of additional technical machinery. To avoid this we leave . _._ 
it to the reader to see that (**) is true. It ws easily frm (* 
kr(D(G)); note that, by the construction of in a derivation in of a string in 2% 
the last table applied is always f and all other applied ta 
e. Consider the tree transducer = (m(q 2, a, Qin, 
{P, T}, TSO =(a, b},. 2~ z.(b), IQ = {qt, q2), Qin = (sJ, atnd R consists of the following 
rules: 
f2T: q2[ T[x]] -+ qz[X], 
f-2, : q2[e] + b. 
The ETOL system G9 constructed as in the proof of the preceding lemma, is 
G = ({FIP, f’t= r2T, aze, Q, h 6, 6 ‘i# 1, te ‘p: f), s, {a, h) . 
where 
s =( PIP, h-)9 
p = {flP + @*Plz*, FIP --) di5P12c, Ftp --) ii?l7-?27-, 
FIP + arlTf2c, ?lT --) # , ?2’?T -+ # , r& --) # , 
a- #, b-, #, #+ #, ii++, j&J}, 
T={r1r - --) h ?2T --3 r2~, r2T --) r20 PlP --) # , r-2, --) # , 
a-+ #,b-, #, # -3 #,e+~,&&}, 
~2~7 X, a-+ #, be #, #-a #). 
Tjylhe frontier-preserving homomorphism h is given by 
fi(aj = n, @b) = b, Ii(ii) = xl, Ii = xl, ii(r b[x&[ma] 
/i(rrl) = Xl, h4(?2~) = X1, 6(F2e) = XI. 
er, as an example, ing on the irrput I! II e : 
Lb 
is 
rth derivation tree 
t is easy to see that the rmage o this derivation tree under h is lj[ ab [ bb]]. 
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Lemma 3.5. is true not only for ra ges of monadic tree transformations but also 
for arbitrary monadic surface tree 1 guages. To show this we prove the following 
lemma. 
3.7. Lemma. Eueq- monadic e-free surface tree language is the range of some 
mmadic e-free we transformation. 
f. Let M = (m(P), 2, Q, Qin, I?) be a monadic e-free tree transclucer. We firsi 
note that we may assume to be nond&ring, whit means that, for each rule 
q[P[x]]+t, t contains at ast one x (if t is in rx then take some symbol a 
ing in fr(t), replace it by ~[x:], where a’ is a new state, and add rules 
xl]* ti[x], for ~1 T E e9, and ti[e]+ a). Now let U be a recognizable subset 
(9). It is clear ihat U = { #: rr E V}, i?or .a regular set of strings V G CP *. Let 
a deterministic finite automaton recognizing V1 Thus S is a 
and U = {iT: &qO, rr) E F}, where 6 is the usual extension 
* We now construct a monadic e-free tree transducer 
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proof, The 660niy if” part follows directly from Lemmas 3.5 and 3*7. To prove the’ 
“if” part, note that, by Corollary 3.2 an Remark 3.4 (i), the set of derivation trees 
of any propagation ETOL system is a monadic e-free surface tree language. Since 
the class of tree transformations i closed under composition with a frontier- 
preserving tree homomorphism (see Lemma 2.14), the result follows. cl 
The string languages iwvolved are related as follows. 
3.9. Theorem. (i) A lcrnguage is d monadic e-free tree trunsformation language if 
and only if it is an EPTOL language. 
(ii) A language is a monadic tree transformation language if and only if it is alz 
ETOL language. 
Proof. (i) Ifi See Corollary 3.3 and Remark 3.4 (i). 
Ody if. Let U be a monadic e-free surface tree language. We have to show that 
fr(U) is an EPTOL language. By Theorem 3.8, U = h(D(G)) for some EPTOL 
system G and frontier-preserving homomorphism h.Hence fr(U) = fr(h (D (G))) = 
fr(D(G)) = L(G). 
(ii) Ifi See Corollary 3.3. 
On@ i$ Let U be a monadic surface tree language, eventually involving e. We 
have to show that 11~ l ‘~9_?) IS ar? ETOL language. Change everywhere in U the symbol 
e into the nev,v symbol Z. Let u be the resulting tree language. Obviously 0 is a 
monadic e-free surface tree: language and fr( U) = p(fr( o)), where p is the string 
homomorphism such that p(Z) = A and p(a) = a for all other symbols involved. By 
(i) of this theorem fr(@ is an EPTOL language. Now, since the class of ETOL 
languages i closed under homomorphisms [8], it follows that P(fr( 0)) = fr( U) is an 
ETOL language. 0 
It is known that if L is an ETOL language, then L - {A} is an EPTOL language [8]. 
Hence, by Theorem 3.9, the use of the symbol e in monadic tree transducers gives 
us no extra power (except for A). 
Note that in Theorem 3.9 (ii) and in the preceding remark weused results about 
ETOE (we had not done so far). One could also prove that, for instance, 
EPTOL = ETOL (modulo A) by the use of tree transformation arguments (using 
composition results concerning!top-down and bottom*up tree transducers). Proofs 
like this would perhaps provide more insi t into known results, just as properties 
of recognizable tree languages give a16 ore insight into certain results about 
context-free languages (see [ 141). 
We now consider some restricted cases of Theorems 3.8 and 3;9. 
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Proof. If* As in the proof of Theorem 3.8 (see Remark 3.4 (ii)). 
Orrly ifi Since th.e deterministic version of Lemma 3.7 clearly holds, we only have 
to prove the result corresponding to Lemma 3.5. 
Let M = (m(g), 2, Q, Qin, R) be an arbitrary deterministic monadic e-free tree 
transducer. Let G = (A, Sp U {f}, S, &), where A = I? U 20 U f& U { # }, be the ETQL 
system as constructed in the proof of Lemma 3.5. In general, the tables in 9 do not 
satisfy the determinism requirement (but f does). Construct he deterministic ETOL 
system G’ = (A, VU {f}, S, X0), where 9’ =(P’cAxA*: P’CP for some PEP, _ 
and for each a e A there is exactly one w E A* such that (a, w) E P’}. 1, other 
words, p’ is the set of all “deterministic su -tables” of tables in .p. It can easily be 
shown from the determinism ‘of M that O(G) = B(G). Hence, by the proof of 
Lemma 3.5, range(Mj = h@(G)) = ht (D(G’)), where h is defined in that proof. 
This proves the theorem. Cl 
For the cclvtisponding languages we have 
3Jl. Theorem. A language is a deterministic monadic tree transformation language 
if and only if it is an EDTOL language. 
Proof. If. See Corollary 3.3 and Remark 3.4 (ii). 
Only if. Similar to the “only if” proof of Theorem 3.9 (ii), iasing the known fact 
that the class of EDTOL languages i  closed under homomorphisms. Cl
Let us now consider the unary case, i.e., the case that the tree transducer isunary 
arlJ the ETOL system is an EOL system (has one table only). We state the analogue 
of Theorem 3.8. 
hwrem. P tree language is a unary e-free surface tree language if and only if 
it is a frontier-pre sevuing homomorphic image of the set of derivation trees of some 
propagating E 0 L system. 
Proof. Ifi As in the proof of Theorem 3.8 (cf. Remark 3.4 (iii)). 
Onfy i$ Since i: is easy to see that the unary analogue of Lemma 3.7 is valid, we 
only have to chec’c whether the unary analogue of Lemma 3.5 is true. Note that, in 
the proof of the Mter lemma, starting from a 9 with one element P one does not 
obtain an EOL system G, since one “final table” f is added. owever. it is clear 
from the constrtution of G that the EOL system 6’ with table P’ = P U f has the 
same set of derivation trees as G. 0 
The analogue +f Theore 3.9 is as follows. 
1 language is a unary tree transformation language if and ody if it 
act at t Ci(“!SS of 
Finally we consider the deterministic unary case. Let an HEDOL language be one 
which is obtained by applying a (string) homomorphism toa 
now show that in the deterministic unary case we obtain th 
tree transformation languages. 
. Th~~~~* A language is a deterministic unary tree transformation language if 
and only if’ it is an HEDOL language. 
roof. I’ Given an EDOL system G and a homomorphism ;t, it is easy to corastruct 
an appropriate tree transducer such that the frontier of its range is h (L(G)). In fact, 
one can use the construction of Theorem 3.1, where each rule a’[e] --) a should be 
replaced by the rule ti[e] + h(a) if h(a)#h, and by t%[e]-,e if h(a)= 
Only ifi Since the needed version of Lemma 3.7 is obviously true, it su 
show that the frontier of the range of a given determi&ic unary tree transducer 
M = (m(P), 2, Q, Qin, R) is an HEDOL language. 9 is a singleton, say 9 = {P}. 
Construct he EDOL system 
G=(Q rJLu{#],P,Qin,Q UL), 
where the productions of P are defined as follows. 
(1) If q[P[x]]+ t is in R, then q -+ f(t) is in R, where, for t E Tr(Q[x]), f(t) is 
defined by 
(ill f(q’[x]) = q’ for q’E Q, 
(ii) f(a)= a for a E&, 
(iii) f(a[Q l . h]) = f(h) l ’ * f (fk)* 
(2) For all a E&U(k), a-a kin P. 
(3) If there is no rule in R with left-hand side q[ P[x]], then q + # is in I? 
This ends the construction of G. Now let h be the string homomorphism from 
(Q IJ Z&J* into 2,; such that h(a) = a for ail1 a E I$, and, if q[e]+ t is in R, then 
12(q) = fr(t). It is left to the reader to show that fr(range(M)) = h(L(G)). Cl 
We note that it can be proved in the same way that in the e-free case one obtains 
the class of NEDOL languages (those languages which are obtained by applying a 
nonerasing homoxrorphism to an EDOL language), which is a proper sub-class of 
the class of HEIX?L languages (see [6]; actually HEDOL = IWOL and NEDOL = 
NDOL, where the disappearance of the E means that, in the EDOL system 
of e is significant in the case of 
s of lianguages generated. 
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or P E 9 the relation =$ on Tx is defined recursively as follows: 
(i) foreachaE~DandfE7~,ifa-,tisin~,thenai?; 
(ii) for every k 2 1, a E & and tI, l l l , tk, sl, l l 0, Sk E ‘&, if ti 4 Si fCl?r each i, 
We write t 3 s if t $ s for some P in 9. A usual 5 denotes the transitive-reflexive 
closllre of + . The tree language generated by G9 denoted by L(G), is defiined to be 
{t E TX: fr(t) E A* and rz > t for some a in S}. L(G) is called an ETOLT language. 
ETOLT languages are related to surface tree languages in an obvious illray. 
3.16, Theorem. A tree language is an ETOLT language if and only if it is D monadic 
e-free surface tree language. 
Proof. We only F;ovide the constructions and leave the proof of correctness of 
thess constructicris to the reader. The constructions are in fact similar to those of 
Thearem 32 asc! Lemma 3.5. 
Only iJ Let G = & 9: S, A) be an ETOLT system. We construct a monadic 
e-free tree transducer A4 = (m(9), Z, s, $ R) where e = {a: a E Z’}, 5 = {a: 
a E S}, and R is obtained as follows: 
(I) for ekcry Q E X0, t E + t is a Droductiorr i:n P, then 
ti[P[x]]*x(r) is in R, whe 
(i) for a E SO, x(01)= a’[~]; 
(ii) for k 3 1, a E & and tl, 0 l 0, tk E TX, 
e-free surface tree lamguag 
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(2) For every y51 E Q and t e ‘G, if q[e] --, t is in R, then q --) t is in table ,fi 
(3) For every ~11 E So, the prodrrction a’ --p a’ is in table P for each P E 9, arId the 
production kf --, a is in table fi 
(4) For every a E *czO and every P E 5p U {f}, if it does not follow from [lib@) 
that there is a production with left-hand side az (2 ~9 # is in P. 
Then t(G) = range(M), and so range(M) is a LT language. U 
Of course, it follows from this theorem and Theorem 3.8 that a tree language is 
an ETOLT language if and only if it is a frontier-preserving homomorphic image of 
the get of derivation trees of some propagating ET0 system. It is left to the resider 
to check the deterministic and unary cases. 
. Couclusion 
We have shown the relationship between ETOL systems and top-down tree 
transducers working on monadic trees. On the one hand this relationship can be 
used to give “tree-oriented proofs” of, for instance, closure properties of ETOL 
languages. On the other hand one may expect hat the results and techniques used 
in ETOL language theory can be generalized to deal with surface tree languages 
obtained ‘from arbitrary recognizable tree languages. 
It remains to be seen whether the results of this paper can be extended to ot 
classes of parallel rewriting systems and tree transducers. We can say, roughly 
speaking, that paraJleil rewriting corresponds to copying in tree transdurzers. F’or 
instance, in [IO], a d(istinction is made between top-d/own parallelism and bottom-up 
parallelism, the former referring to the parallelism in systems like ETOL and the 
latter referring to, for instance, the level grammars introduced in [HI. This 
distinction seems to correspond to the different kinds of copying of top-down 
tramsducers and bottom-up transducers as investigated in [l, 31. 
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